


About VIDA Select

VIDA is your very own team of experts who set up high-quality

dates for you so you can finally meet your ideal woman!

Say goodbye to the hassle and frustration of modern dating - we’ll

craft an irresistible profile, send engaging messages, and even

book your dates for you.

Thousands of guys have already made lasting connections with

beautiful women, and we’re ready to make you our next success

story.

All you need to do is schedule your free strategy session with us

now.

https://www.vidaselect.com
https://vidaselect.com/qualify?so_email=[Email]
https://vidaselect.com/qualify?so_email=[Email]


Proven Profile Headlines

It’s no secret there’s a ton of competition for the most beautiful girls on

popular dating sites. That’s why you’ve spent so much time choosing your

best photos and writing a magnetic profile, right?

But so many guys completely blow it when it comes to their dating

headline...

And that’s a huge mistake!

Not every site uses headlines, but if you’ve joined a site that does like

MillionaireMatch or PlentyOfFish.com (a.k.a. POF), your dating headline is

displayed front and center.

In fact, oftentimes it’s the first thing she sees in her search results. And if

yours is stupid, boring, and uncreative, well… you know what they say

about first impressions.

Take this guy, for example:

In one simple headline, he’s managed to communicate that he’s either in

desperate need of transportation or just hates driving his lady around. He’s

likely broke or has been angry about spending too much of his own money

supporting his previous love interests.

https://www.vidaselect.com/millionaire-match-reviews-legit-or-scam/
http://www.pof.com/


Now combine that atrocious grammar with the photo of him passed out

on the couch and what kind of mental image do you think he’s created?

Any desirable girl is going to read that headline, then picture him asking to

borrow her car so he won’t have to take the bus to his next job interview.

That’s a hard pass on reading the rest of his profile, much less responding

to his message.

Don’t be that guy. Instead...

Choose a profile headline that’s designed to

get her responding and eager to meet you!

At VIDA, our professional writers are experts at crafting creative, catchy

dating headlines.

And in this special report, we’re going to show you examples of winning

headlines that will catch her attention and make her want to keep reading.

We’re also going to teach you how to come up with your own unique

headline idea that will work like magic. But first, you need to understand

why having a catchy dating headline is so crucial for piquing the interest of

a beautiful girl online.

Here’s how your headline appears on the most popular sites that use

them:

https://www.vidaselect.com


When she’s browsing through her search results on POF, odds are good

she’ll be more likely to check out the guy who doesn’t mention STDs right

off the bat.

And guess which words draw her attention first when a woman actually

does click through to visit your full profile?

See how the little photos below the descriptive info tend to fade into the

background, and she has to scroll down to see your primary photo?

Meanwhile, your headline is big, blue and impossible to miss.



A cringe-worthy headline like this will make her move on, no matter how

hot your photos are.

Avoid these 5 deadly headline mistakes

that repel women like the plague.

Mistake #1: Showing Signs Of Desperation:

● Still looking for The One…
● Starting over.

● Giving it one last shot…
● Are you the one?

Everyone on POF is looking for a date, but you certainly don’t have to

sound sad, lonely or downright pathetic.

Mistake #2: “Proving” You’re Romantic:

● Looking for my soulmate.

● Live, love, laugh.

● Holding hands at sunset…
● Friends are the families that we choose for ourselves.



She may like Nicholas Sparks movies, rainbows and fairy tales, but she’s

looking to date a real man.

Mistake #3: Creeping Her Out:

● Original lady killer…
● Looking for my next victim (lol)

First of all, using any kind of violent words anywhere in your dating profile

isn’t funny to her, and the only thing you’re killing is your chances of

scoring a date.

Subjects like drugs, guns, diseases, prison, etc. are virtually guaranteed to

make her feel uncomfortable about the idea of dating you, so avoid

mentioning them in your headline.

Mistake #4: Bringing The Sleaze:

● Me so horny…
● A B C D E F G R U D T F with me?

Even if you’re just looking to hook up, don’t advertise it. Keep it classy.



Mistake #5: Assuming “Cocky” = “Funny”:

● Better than the last guy you clicked on.

● Don’t waste my time.

● For me to know and you to find out.

There’s a fine line between effective cocky/funny humor and sheer

arrogance that will have women running for the hills. Keep reading for tips

on how to strike the right balance in your headline.

The secret to a dating headline that gets dates

boils down to just one single element...

Writing an effective headline for your dating profile is actually easy to do

once you understand what she’s looking for...

In a word, it’s intrigue.

Your headline should make her curious. When she reads it, she wants to

know more about you. If your headline were a person, it would be James

Bond - it’s cool, it’s masculine, and it’s a little bit dangerous.

You can draw headline inspiration from anywhere. Movies, commercials,

Internet memes… all it takes is a few minutes to come up with literary

gold.



And while we’re aiming to give you the tools to come up with your own

killer headline ideas, you can also simply copy and paste our examples

onto your profile.

Lo and behold, headline formulas

and examples that actually work!

Approach #1: Make Her Go “Hmmmm:”

1. Break out of the ordinary…
2. Read this at your own risk.

3. Now, that’s better...

This type of headline gives you an aura of mystery and adventure. She

wants to know how the story ends, so she’ll read your profile in hopes of

finding out.

Notice the use of punctuation in the examples above. Most of them use

ellipses, which is a grammatical invitation to read the rest of your profile…

See what that does? Your eye follows the periods and you naturally want

closure.



Approach #2: Start A Conversation:

Asking a question in your headline is a way of initiating a conversation with

her, even though you’re not face to face. Here are some examples:

4. Ready to throw a dart at the map?

5. Shall we break free from the status quo?

6. Got your passport handy?

She’s already thinking about the answers, which means she’s already

thinking about you.

And speaking of passports and maps…

Approach #3: Promise Adventure & Excitement:

7. Pack your bags, our plane leaves in an hour…
8. One plane, two tickets, and…
9. Hope you’ve got a passport...

Most women enjoy travel, and imagining her dream destination is a

pleasurable experience. You’ve already given her something to look

forward to and she hasn’t even clicked on your profile yet.



Approach #4: Make Her Smile:

10. Jedi powers limited to summoning taxi cabs

11. Magic 8-Ball says: “Definitely”

12. 99.5% perfect, 0.5% ***hole

13. A man ahead of his time… at least according to his watch.

Humorous headlines are a bit of a gamble, but if you can hit the right note,

they’re awesome.

The one pictured above, for instance, is over-the-top enough that she

instantly knows it’s a joke, and it works best if you’re on the hotter end of

the spectrum.

Just be careful not to cross the line into offensiveness. If you’re in doubt,

run it by a few of your female friends.

Approach #5: Set Yourself Apart From The Competition:

14. 9-5 cubicle refugee on the run from boring…
15. Inspiration comes standard.

16. A calculated risk.

17. Escape the status quo…



Let her know you’re different from all those “headline goes here” guys.

You put some thought into this, and it shows.

Approach #6: Take Inspiration From Proven Winners:

18. Finger-lickin’ good!

19. Built for the road ahead.

20. Everywhere you want to be.

21. Good to the last drop.

Those taglines have already made corporations billions, so why not benefit

from the millions of marketing dollars that went into researching those

slogans?

They’re basically guaranteed to achieve a desirable emotional reaction!



These headlines are a great way to imply you’ve got specific qualities she

wants, like an addictive personality or power, strength, and stability.

They’re engaging, witty, and memorable - exactly what you want in a

dating headline.

As you can see by now, you’ve gotten the most guarded trade secrets in

the biz without paying a dime, but consider this:

Fancy words and catchy headlines can make an awesome impression on

the quality girls you’ve got your eye on... but they can only get your foot

in the front door.

Dates? Passion? An uber-hot girlfriend who’s flat-out crazy for you?

...Those are gonna require an enticing, tempting, hard-hitting profile that

spikes her interest and gets her desperate to meet up with you ASAP. Why

not let VIDA help?

Our team of modern dating experts are ready to get you on a date with

your ideal woman. To discover how you can finally say goodbye to all the

hassle and frustration that usually goes hand-in-hand with modern dating,

schedule a quick call with us now...

https://www.vidaselect.com
https://vidaselect.com/qualify?so_email=[Email]

